Improving the prediction of outcome in severe acute closed head injury by using discriminant function analysis of normal auditory brainstem response latencies and amplitudes.
The auditory brainstem response (ABR) is a useful addition to standard medical measures for predicting outcome in patients with severe acute closed head injury (ACHI). Limiting this success, however, is the poor predictive value of a so-called "normal" ABR. In this study the authors used discriminant function analysis (DFA) of ABR Wave I, III, and V latencies and amplitudes to improve the predictive accuracy of the normal ABR, both as a single measure and in combination with other standard medical measures. The DFAs were conducted using the ABR and medical results in 68 patients with severe ACHI (30 who died [ACHI-died], and 38 who survived [ACHI-lived]) who presented with normal ABR responses in the neurosurgical intensive care unit of the authors' hospital in Johannesburg. All patients had undergone surgery to remove an intracranial hematoma. Correct predictions of outcome by ABR DFA measures were 83% for the ACHI-died group (48% at > or = 90% confidence level) and 87% for the ACHI-lived group (71% at > or = 90% confidence level); by medical DFA measures the correct predictions were 83% for the ACHI-died group (96% at >; or = 90% confidence level) and 95% for the ACHI-lived group (94% at > or = 90% confidence level); and by combined ABR and medical DFA measures correct predictions were 100% for the ACHI-died group (100% at > or = 90% confidence level) and 97% for the ACHI-lived group (100% at > or = 90% confidence level). The DFA of ABR Wave I, III, and V latencies and amplitudes improved the predictive ability of normal ABR results to rates similar to those obtained using DFA for the medical measures, although at lower confidence levels. The DFA of the combined ABR and medical measures improved correct predictions to rates significantly higher than for either of the measures on its own.